For Sketchbook, Alexia hand painted textures, cut shapes from paper, and pulled bits & pieces from her personal sketchbooks. She wanted the abstract prints to be thematically open minded so the sewer could create their own stories. The color palette is edited down but warm, inviting and fresh.

SEPTEMBER 2022 DELIVERY
26 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints

ASSORTMENTS & PRECUTS
ASSTRS4070 15 10
RS4070 F8 FQ JR LC PP MC

SUGGESTED ADD IT UP
COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
RS5027 50 14 31 17 19 46 27 15 M

SUGGESTED SPECKLED
COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
RS5027 64M 26M 63M 32 67M 96M 16M 105M 102

SUGGESTED MODA BELLA SOLID
COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
9900 124 292 211 27 296 241 236
Pattern Weights
Grainline Studio
Free pattern at grainlinesstudio.com
Fabrics: RS4072 13, RS4075 17,
RS4070 15, RS4076 14